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On many albums The Beatles presented a polished sound. A great example yesterday, the track is from Help! which became the band's most popular song of all time. With a string section behind him, Paul McCartney's classic melody sounds perfect in terms of production. While they'd give up all formalities for rock tracks like I Have a Feeling and I Dig a
Pony, The Beatles always mix in heavily produced songs, sometimes with guest musicians. It was only possible with someone able to read and write music for string players hired to work. However, The Beatles have not been processing this part of the recording process. They could sing or offer what they wanted, but it was up to producer George RR Martin
to put it on the page. (The medley on Abbey Road is a good example of Martin's handmade work.) This was not only because Martin had extensive training and was a professional producer. The main reason was more practical: no one at The Beatles could read music. The Beatles have never seen the need to read music on a page. Rock and roll band The
Beatles play Rickenbecker Electric Guitars in 1964. | Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images From the early days, Paul and John Lennon work out the sounds they heard with their ears rather than the notes on the page. In Anthology, Paul talked about how he and his friends can spend the day crossing the city because they've heard of someone who could
teach them a new chord on a guitar. When they started writing their own songs, they started by modeling them after the chords and structures of the melodies they knew. Then they started to change them and develop their own style. This approach may have allowed The Beatles more creative freedom than if they came to, say, the school Tin Pan Alley. Paul
described how he forced the ideas into yesterday's string arrangement, despite the fact Martin claimed they were a very non-string quartet. George Harrison got his start, working out what Paul and John wrote, so he also took an unorthodox approach to songwriting. Obviously this has never been a real problem for them as a group. As Paul said in his 2018
60 Minutes interview, I don't see music as a point on the page. Paul described being embarrassed about not reading music. The Beatles sit in a hotel room in another of the Night of the Hard Day, 1964. | United Artists/Courtesy of Getty Images Speaking with 60 Minutes, Paul described it as embarrassing that he didn't read music. But what he said next
showed that he wasn't too embarrassed about it. I don't read music or write music. None of us played the Beatles. We did some good things though. Of course, Paul, John and George always recorded their lyrics, chords and other notes that allowed them to track their songs. After they had finished the track and were ready to send it to someone's in will
transcribe it into notes for them. The Beatles are not alone in not reading music. Elvis Presley, one of John's favorite musicians, also didn't read the scores. And Jimi Hendrix, who is considered the greatest guitarist in history, also did not. Obviously, he doesn't ranks high on the list of things rock musicians need. Also see: What caused Paul McCartney's
Meltdown during The White Album Sessions No other band in history had as much an impact on culture as the Beatles. The English super-band rocked the charts, music halls and a whole generation of the sixties. And then, as quickly as they got there, they left. The band disbanded in 1970, and the music scene was never the same. But was the gap
caused? It turns out that a number of things contributed to their fall. That's what we know about why The Beatles broke up. How did you break up with The Beatles? In 1960, four musicians, John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and Ringo Starr gathered in Liverpool to form The Beatles. They soon topped music charts around the world and,
according to Lennon, were more popular than Jesus. After almost a decade of popularity, the band stopped touring in 1966. The first sign of their disintegration occurred in 1969, when Lennon privately announced to his bandmates that he was leaving the band. But the public became aware of their separation only in 1970, when McCartney also decided to
leave the band. By the end of the same year, all four members were working on solo projects, and they terminated the formal business partnership. When McCartney made the breakup announcement, he listed several reasons that contributed to their separation. He said: Personal differences, business differences, musical differences, but most of all
because I had a better time with my family. Temporary or permanent? I really don't know. The death of The Beatles manager weakened their band The Beatles Getty Images In 1967, the band's manager, Brian Epstein, was found dead in his home from a drug overdose. Epstein was a workaholic who gave all his to the group. He helped them to become the
success they dreamed of, but because of his inattention to his personal life he suffered from depression. According to Forbes, Epstein's story reveals the psychological costs of providing others without meeting their own needs. The Beatles depended on Epstein, often turning to him to resolve his conflict. After he left, the group was left unsure how to manage
themselves or work through the arguments that often arise. After Epstein's death, The Beatles had problems collaborating, and each member of the band began to pursue an independent artistic agenda. They tried to cooperate, but with each of them, trying to move in different directions, it became difficult come up with a cohesive sound that they could all
agree on. Tensions began to escalate between the group's members, and disputes became more frequent. In a 2016 interview, McCartney again tried to explain what led to the band's death. The business thing divides us apart, he said. Arguments about how to deal with their new manager, and trying to collaborate on their latest album Let It Be, have been
blamed as reasons for the split during this interview with the BBC. I was depressed. That's what you'd do. You've been breaking up with your friends for life, he added. Fans accused Yoko Ono of breaking up The Beatles towards the end of the Beatle collaboration, Lennon began a relationship with Yoko Ono. He began to spend all his time with her, including
in the studio, which irritated other members of the band. Lennon worked with Ono on an artistic collaboration, leaving his duties with the band behind. To make matters worse, when there were disagreements between the band members, Lennon was silent and instead conceded what Ono thought about the situation. According to Rolling Stone, when the
band members objected to Ono attending every Beatles meeting, Lennon said, Yoko just wants to be accepted. She wants to be one of us. Starr replied: She's not a Beatle, John, and she never will. But Lennon disagreed: Yoko is a part of me now. We are John and Yoko, we are together . Fans always thought Ono played a part in the breakup of the band,
and she was treated with insults because of it. She was named, Jap, Chink and Yellow in public. Lennon had to protect her, sometimes physically, from attacks. In fact, no one is responsible for breaking up The Beatles. This was the culmination of many different causes and the growing tension between the group members, which eventually led to their
separation. Fans mourned the breakup, but we'll always have our songs recorded to share with future generations as long as we continue to enjoy it. Take that top poll of boy bands Take That came first poll and was crowned the best boy band ever - beating even the Beatles! A spokesman for One Poll, which conducted the survey of 5,000 music fans, said:
This should be up to their surprising return. Here's the top ten in full. 1. Take that 2. The Beatles 3. Jackson Five 4. Westlife 5. Monkey 6. Boyzone 7. Bee Gees 8. Backstreet Boys 9. New kids on Block 10. Osmonds, who voted for the Osmonds! This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Songs by British rock band the Beatles are known for their vitality and diversity, covering all genres of the day from pop ballads to hard rock acid rock to Indian ragas to They've written some amazing love songs, too, and here are some of the best. It's hard
to limit such a list to a certain number as there are so many beautiful Beatle love songs. There will always be controversy over what is included and what stays out. After the breakup of the band, EMI/Capitol released its own choice simply called Love Songs. It was a double set of LP and was never subsequently re-released on CD. Side One of this album
begins with the first song on our list: 1. Yesterday it is undoubtedly the most famous of Paul McCartney's classic ballads. Best lines? All of a sudden I'm not half the person I once had there shadow hanging over me, yesterday came suddenly. Why she had to go, I don't know, she wouldn't have said..... McCartney wrote it alone and sings it alone,
accompanied only by his own acoustic guitar and string quartet. The lyrics are excruciatingly sincere, full of sadness and regret. Yesterday is the quintessential love song that once was, but not anymore. It was The Beatles' first solo performance; Released in 1965, it has been covered by other singers more than 2,000 times. 2. If I Fell - an interesting
composition about the sometimes preliminary and risky nature of falling in love. There are complications here because the singer (John Lennon) is already in an existing relationship and it should end if the other one is to start. If I give my heart to you, I must be sure from the beginning that you would like me more than her ... The song was written by Lennon in
1964 and was probably written by Lennon, although McCartney remembers that she contributed. If I Fell is a two-weight harmony, with Lennon singing on the low side, and McCartney high, and this comes from the British version of A Hard Day's Night. In the U.S., he appeared on Something New. 3. I want to hold your hand. Ok. Yes, it's simple, but holding
hands is where it can all start, especially for teens. One of The Beatles' earliest hits, I Want to Hold Your Hand was written by Lennon and McCartney, and from the beginning it captures the slurred tide of first love: Oh yes, I tell you somethin'I think you'll understand when I say that somethin'i want to hold your hand. Perhaps that is why in 1963 it was sold by
millions around the world. It also got a tune that you just can't get out of your head. 4. And I love her. The story says that this beautiful ballad was written by Paul McCartney during a stay in the London home of his then girlfriend, Jane Usher. This is a song that McCartney is rightly proud of, especially the strings of bright stars who shine / Dark Sky / I know
that this love is mine / Never die. There's clever use of words in the title, too. Putting in And was creative, efficient and different. Definitely should be high on any list of great love 5. When I'm sixty-four. Not a traditional love song in the true sense of the word, more an ode to couples getting old together. I could be comfortable going to the fuse When your lights
are gone you can knit a sweater by the fireplace in the morning to go to the rideDoing garden, dig weeds Who can ask for more? Will you still need me, will you still feed me when I am sixty-four? Perhaps surprisingly it was written by Paul McCartney when he was very young back in cave days in Liverpool. He didn't appear on the record until 1967 and the
Sgt Pepper album. It speaks of love that lasts far beyond the first blush of fascination, in fact, about love that lasts even from generation to generation. 6. P.S. I Love You is a wonderfully visual song of a lover sitting down to write a letter to her partner. They are apart, but not forever as he will soon be home. As I write this letter, send my love to youMember
that I will always love you Treasure these few words until we togetherKeep all my love foreverP.s. I love you, you, you, you! It is simple in structure, but clearly conveys its meaning. Do we need to say more? Another of Beatle's earliest songs, P.S. I Love You was included on the UK album Please Me and was the B-side of the single Love Me Do. 7. All my
love. This song is like a P.S. partner. Again we have the idea of two lovers being apart and (in pre-internet age) promising to keep in touch through the postal service. It's a simple reminder of how sweet love can be. And then while I'm away / I'll write home every day / And I'll send all my loving to you. The song dates back to 1963 and is distinguished as the
first song The Beatles sang in their US TV debut on the Ed Sullivan Show before an audience estimated at approximately 73 million viewers. 8. Something. Frank Sinatra once called this George Harrison song the best love song written in the last fifty years. Harrison said she was inspired by James Taylor's song, which began with the same opening line:
Something in the way she moves me like no other loverSomething in the way she woos meI don't want to leave her now you know I believe and how. At one point, Harrison attributed the song's inspiration to his wife Patti, but after they broke up, he added that he also thought about the fact that RBC artist Ray Charles was singing it. Something was covered
by many other artists, including Ray Charles and Sinatra. The number of cover versions in hundreds. And there's a good reason for that. It's a great love song. 9. Two of us. Again, not just a love song, but one that speaks of the joy of just being together. Where it really doesn't matter, really, if we go out and get lost in the countryside, that's just fine, we're with
each other. On the way home We're on our way On our way home, we're home. at home you and I have a memoriesLonger than a road that extends forward. Opening the track on what was supposed to be The Beatles' last album, Let It Be, this song is exuberant and upbeat. 10. True love. Apple and Capitol marketed this beautiful song by John Lennon
(posthumously recorded by Threetles for The Beatles Anthology Series) as a Valentine's Day gift when it was first released in 1996 as a CD single. Best lines: The thought that I was in love before in my heart, I wanted moreSeems, like everything I really did to be waiting for you. Of course, there are still many really great songs that could easily have been
included in this list. Love in many of its forms has been such a central theme in so many of The Beatles' repertoire. We'll include ten more examples of great love songs in Part 2. 2. all you need is love the beatles music. all beatles music videos. all beatles music radio station. movie with all beatles music. who owns all the beatles music. who owns the rights
to all the beatles music. how many hours is all the beatles music. who wrote all the beatles music
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